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Abstract
This paper proposes a new video representation
for content-based retrieval using short-time action
descriptions. The conventional methods use feature
values such as transformed coefficients, etc. in query
matching, whereas the proposed method employs
the short-time action description which corresponds
to a set of temporally and spatially local 2D appearance images in a scene. The advantage of the
proposed method is the ability of obtaining not only
simple action patterns by a single person or object
but also relatively complicated action patterns by
several persons or objects in a scene. The simulation
results applied t o soccer scenes confirm that the proposed method improves the efficiency and flexibility
in retrieving rather complicated actions, compared
to the conventional methods.

1

Introduction

Recently, the amount of video information has
been rapidly increasing in various fields. Visual
databases, video browsing, and video surveillance
are expected to play an important role as major applications in the field of academic education, medical sciences, and training for artists, dancers, and
sports players, etc. in the future. In such an environment, indexing, retrieval, and summarization
will be the key function to achieve efficient browsing,
which means that the video annotation will become
increasingly important. The standardization activity is also scheduled to begin as MPEG-7, which
is mainly focused on video description method for
content-based retrieval.
Previous approaches to video representation for
content-based retrieval can be classified by retrieval
key used for matching. Keyword-based approach is
the most disseminated way of realizing content retrieval because of its ease of matching using an explicit word directly. However, it has an disadvantage
of the human cost necessary to put indexes manually to the contents. So, this method is appropriate for retrieval by queries of outlines. Query-byexample approach[l]-[3] uses feature values such as
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color, shape, texture, motion, and structural information, of a given example image as retrieval key,
and can retrieve contents which are hard to describe
explicitly in words. However, since the results of
this query vary by the given example, most of the
implementations of this method are limited to still
image applications. As an extension t o the queries
of actions by humans and objects in a scene, there
are retrieval methods using the time-varying symbol
pattern obtained from a certain feature space[4]-[6].
These methods have been applied to human gestures
or swinging actions in tennis. However, the target
gestures have been limited to rather simple ones performed by a single person or object in a screen, and
the extension to rather complicated actions by several persons or objects has not been achieved yet.
This paper proposes a new scene representation
method which can describe the sequence composed
of complicated patterns of actions by several persons/objects which successively change in time in a
scene, as well as simple patterns of actions by single person/object. It is achieved by introducing a
short-term action description as a unit to describe
the whole context of the actions which last during
a rather long term. It also discusses the automatic
generation method of its scene representation data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; In
section 2, the overview of the proposed method is
introduced, and a few examples of the proposed
method applied to soccer scenes are provided. In
section 3, a full automatic generation method of the
proposed representation data is tested with some
discussions on the simulation results. The conclusion is summarized in section 4.

2

Scene Representation by Shorttime Action Descriptions

This section proposes a query method using the
descriptions of actions which occur in a short period
of time, in order to retrieve complicated patterns
of actions by several persons/objects which successively change in time. This section also verify the
validity of the proposed method by applying it to
the soccer scene.
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Figure 1: Classification of scene representation method and its data

2.1

Comparison
Methods

with

Conventional

Figure 1 shows the comparison on the scene representation methods and their representation data.
The appearance-based method utilizes the characteristics of the object "appearance" in a scene,
and is one of the popular methods often applied to
gesture recognitions and pose estimation[4],[5]. The
target gestures, however, have been limited to rather
simple ones performed by a single person or object
in a screen.
On the contrary, considering the applications like
automatic monitoring and sports scene retrieval, the
target gestures are required to cover rather complicated actions by several objects in a scene. For example, the actions of the players in a soccer game is
thought to be linked with the keywords like "shoot goal", as a result of transition pattern of successive
actions/states of each player and the ball.
The short-time action description method is the
scene representation method using the descriptions
of actions which occur in a short period of time, in
order to retrieve complicated patterns of actions by
several persons/objects which successively change in
time. This method does not calculate nor match the
feature symbols of the target action for the whole
sequences as a whole, but calculate the basic action/state as a temporally-localized feature symbol
and use its transition pattern for matching.
On the other hand, the displacement description
method[6] uses frame-based physical values such as
object position, length, velocity, etc. in the screen
as indices, and retrieves temporal condition changes
of object's motion. Since the indices are low-level
physical values, the method can be applied t o a wide
range of action patterns according t o the definition
of condition equations. However, since the indices
from which the retrieval keys are generated are given
on frame basis, the method essentially refers to huge
amount of indices, which leads to a drawback in
speeding-up of the processing performance.
The short-time action description method has an

advantage on the speeding up of the processing performance compared to the frame-based descriptions,
because it describes local actions/positions based on
temporal intervals.
If we suppose the input video including the target action patterns is the lowest level of scene representation method, the short-time action description method can be located between the appearancebased method and the displacement description
method (figure 1).

2.2

Application to Sports Video

In this subsection, the proposed method is applied to the sports video. Our test domain is soccer
game. Soccer is a game which does not consist of a
single player, but comprises the team plays by several players. Thus, the integrated representation of
the related players in a scene is indispensable for
the description of the whole context of the game.
Also, the representation of actions by each player is
necessary to describe the context of the team plays.
Furthermore, the transition of the situation needs to
be represented in the description since the context
of the game varies along time.
First, the state transition graph using short-time
action descriptions is generated manually from the
soccer sequence (figure 2).
In figure 2, the horizontal axis represents object
ID, and the vertical axis shows time. Object ID
consists of team name and ID number, whereas no
ID number is given to two goal keepers and judges.
( I , m) describes the lasting period of each state, and
1, m denote the starting and ending time of the state
respectively. As for [x, y], x shows object's location
ID, and y describes short-time action ID. Note that
the soccer field is divided into clusters A-H, and
the short-time action is composed of ten basic action
categories beforehand.
First, take action category "heading - shoot" for
example. This action category can be thought as
firstly heading by a player around the goal and secondly overlooking or jumping or diving towards the
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Figure 2: State transition graph of test sequence

ball by a goal keeper. Consider that the player of
the ID=2 in B team did heading, and that the goal
keeper dived towards the ball for instance. This can
be described by the proposed method as;

Figure 3: Short-time action descriptions can distinguish "heading-shoot" scenes from other shoot
scenes

B2[H, jump] - G[D, dive]
or
B2[D, jump] - G[D, dive].
Actually, there are 12 shoot scenes in the test sequence, among which 4 shoot scenes are done by
heading. It is identified that all these scenes can
be detected using the proposed method if retrieval
is done so that arbitrary ID number is allowed as
a player ID, and that these shoot-by-heading scenes
can be discriminated from other shoot scenes such
as "kicking - shoot". On the other hand, the query
method without using short-time action description
has to use the location of each object and its transition for retrieval, while the simulation shows that
the action category "heading - shoot" cannot be detected by the retrieval method using only location
and its transition information.
Considering the action category "corner kicking",
the proposed method can distinguish its action from
simple kicking by representing the action as [I,kick]
or [ E ,kick]. However, the short-time action description without location information cannot tell
this kind of difference. Thus, the usage of only
short-time action ID is not enough to be applied
to content-based retrieval.
Therefore, it follows that the retrieval method using only location information can obtain only the
limited number of action categories, while the pro-

Figure 4: Location information is necessary to distinguish corner kicking (top) from simple kicking
(bottom)

posed method can detect rather complicated action
categories compared to the conventional method.

3

Automatic Generation Method of
Scene Representation Data

This section tests on an automatic generation
method of proposed scene representation data.
Although the automatic extraction method of
contextual information from general video seems unlikely to be achieved with current vision applications, there are several approaches being well applied t o a particular type of video utilizing a specific
model created from the structure of the corresponding video scenes[7]-[lo].
In this paper, the following domain knowledge
and model matching approach is tested (figure 5).
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Figure 5: Generation diagram of scene representation data
First, the input image is divided into the background candidates and object regions by segmentation. Background candidates are defined as regions in which the number of the same motions in
each segmented output is maximum, and the object regions are defined as the regions other than
the background candidates. The segmentation employed here is spatio-temporal segmentation using
color, texture, and motion[ll].
Then, the relative parameters of camera motion
are calculated using the displacement vectors of the
background candidates. Each region is projected
onto the same plane using the obtained parameters
to generate a background mosaic. After that, the
position of each object is estimated using the predefined clusters on the background field model. The
output is the transition data of cluster IDS of the
background.
Meanwhile, each object region is given to the
analysis of short-time actions. The action analysis is done by generating the silhouette images of
each object and judging its shape transition using
eigen-space method and hidden Markov model[l2].
The output of this analysis is the transition data of
short-time action categories of each object.
The simulation results confirm that the limited
action categories such as "run", "walk" and "stay"
are successfully extracted to generate state transition indices. However, the indexing fails when players interact each other or swarmed round the ball,
because the extracted silhouette images does not re-

flect the sufficient action characteristics of the players. The study of the robust feature analysis method
of player's actions against the background remains
as future work.

4

Conclusion

A new query method using short-time action description is proposed in order to obtain not only simple action patterns by a single person or object but
also relatively complicated action patterns by several persons or objects in a scene. The application
to other video materials and the improvement of automatic indexing method remain as future work.
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